The smart solution that digitizes your
inspections directly in the field

“Digitize your inspections in a simple and intuitive
way. Automate reporting management and
improve the traceability of your quality system”

Create your inspection task
and checklists procedure on
the web application and send
them to your field technicians
directly on the smartphone.

With the blue icon, the procedure cannot be closed unless a photo of
the required detail is added. The photo is marked with the operator
name, date and GPS position. This simple and effective mechanism
provides an objective evidence of the execution of a particular step
procedure that is considered critical.

Dynamic eReport

And with the proprietary document digitizing engine, you can take
your corporate forms on the cloud and on the smatphone ready
to be completed in mobility.
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Add projects into the web application
directly on the cloud
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Create activity form with the template
you wish to execute and assign them
to your field inspectors

The staff receives the activity on
the smartphone and performes it
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The web application is
synchronized with the
smartphones in real-time

Opera Audit is a cloud system, developed entirely in Italy, that
simplifies the management of field inspections, while increasing
traceability and operational efficiency without any effort.

Industry 4.0
Added sensors for environment,
assets and machine monitoring

TELEMETRY management and analytics

Remobox for extended
monitoring of machine
paramenters, alarms, and
assets condition. Suitable
for predictive maintenance
implementation

Opera Audit is the innovative system that connects machines
and staff members to ensure that nothing in the operational
efficiency is left behind.
Machine alarms are detected in real-time along with a trouble-shooting task to be performed, triggered automatically

The real number of working hours is automatically engaged
in the maintenance activity to be performed

The operating parameters are constantly supervised and
the application of warning thresholds allows to prevent
failures with predictive maintenance

All real-time data and alarm notifications, threshold, task
execution are sent both on the web application and on the
Android devices in push mode

Through the history analysis of the records is possible to
investigate the anomalies by studying data recorded

Quality control along with inspection and maintenance
procedure in a “zero-training” system...thanks its audit trail

technology, guarantees traceability of activities along with
time spent records, both inside and outside the company.

"The smart solution for
digital inspections"
Opera Audit is the new system designed to carry out inspections
in mobility and manage reports in an integrated way with all
field activities. Companies and professionals providing quality,
energy, environment, security and product certification services
make the most of Opera Audit technology as it greatly enhances
operational quality and efficiency.

